**ROUNDERS**

**EQUIPMENT**
- **STOPWATCH** - If not, a phone or iPad/tablet or clock/watch.
- **TENNIS BALL X 1** - If not, a sock ball or small balls from different sports.
- **STOPWATCH** - If not, a phone or iPad/tablet or clock/watch.
- **MARKER X 6** - If not, cans or plastic cups or socks
- **KS3 ONLY - ROUNDERS BAT** - If not, rolling pin, cricket bat or stumps, tennis racket

**#BERKSHIREVIRTUALSCHOOLGAMES**

**CHALLENGE 1**
**BOWLING**
- **PITCH PERFECT**

**CHALLENGE 2**
**BATTING - SCATTERBALL**

**CHALLENGE 3**
**CATCHING - REBOUND**

Click the buttons for demonstration video for each challenge.

Practice & submit your best scores to your teacher.